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QUESTION 1

Which asset needs to be created first m order for a user to send a prospect aone-to-one email? 

A. Autoresponder 

B. Engagement studio program email 

C. Email template 

D. List email 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What form handler setting allows prospects to receive multiple auto responders from form hour period? 

A. Kiosk/Data Entry Mode: Do not cookie browser as submitted prospect 

B. Disable Visitor Activity Throttling and send auto responder emails after every submission 

C. Attribute all prospect activities to prospect record after every submission 

D. Execute form handler in real time after every submission 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A mailable prospect is on the recipient list for a list email send. When viewing the prospect\\'s activities, the marketing
manager realizes the email was not sent to the prospect. 

Where should they start to see why the email was not sent to the prospect? 

A. Refer to the Pardot recycle bin to see if the prospect was deleted. 

B. Check that the Pardot prospect has a value for the default field email address\\'. 

C. Refer to the list email send report to see if a suppression list was used. 

D. Determine if the prospect has a valid "Assigned User" to send the email from. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two actions can cause an anonymous visitor to convert into an identified prospect? (Choose two answers.) 
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A. Submitting a form on a landing page. 

B. Matching an automation rule. 

C. Viewing more than one web page. 

D. Clicking on a tracked link in an email. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

LenoxSoft has multiple forms containing a "Comments" field on their website. The administrator would like for this field
to be visible and empty every time a prospect returns to one of their forms. 

Which two form field options should be enabled? Choose 2 answers 

A. Do not pre fill 

B. Always display even if previously completed 

C. Maintain the initial value upon subsequent form submissions 

D. Display other fields in this form based on the value ofthis field 

Correct Answer: BC 
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